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Introduction:
Setting the Stage

Long before it came to be called Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County was known
as “the Valley of Heart’s Delight” and “the prune capital” of the world. San Jose -- the
county seat -- benefitted from the enormous farm wealth resulting from its position as
the world center of the fruit and processing industry. A total of 127,300 acres was under
cultivation in the county, and growers sold the bounties from their orchards and
vineyards to the 44 canneries and 30 dried fruit plants located in San Jose for
processing and distribution (Polk 1963).
City leaders had begun an aggressive campaign in the 1940s to attract new
industries to the valley, and by 1963 over 300 businesses had located plants in the city
or purchased land for future construction. United Technology Corporation, Lockheed,
IBM, and Ford Motors took their place alongside Sunsweet Growers, Sun Garden
Packing, and the Richmond-Chase Company (Polk 1963). The city proper had a
population of 95,280 in 1950 when A. P. “Dutch” Hamann became city manager; under
his pro-growth leadership the population increased to 274,000 by 1963 (Polk 1963).
Much of the valley’s business was conducted “downtown.” Major banks, large
department stores, locally-owned family stores and businesses, theaters, restaurants, a
library, the Civic Auditorium, San Jose State College, churches, and hotels were all
within walking distance of each other. The very heart of the community’s thriving
commercial center, its core, and its busiest intersection was at First and Santa Clara
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Streets. A fleet of 44 buses heading to points east, west, north and south within the city
regularly made stops at the various corners for waiting passengers.
Two stores located at this intersection in 1963 are at the center of this story: the
three-story concrete and steel J. C. Penney store at 1 West Santa Clara Street, and the
adjoining Thrifty Drug Store located at 25 West Santa Clara Street. On March 22, 1963,
they became the site of what Mayor Robert C. Welch described as “the worst explosion
in the history of San Jose” and a scene of death, destruction and chaos (Furgeson
1963). Although there was no fire, the blast left the city’s longest casualty list since the
1906 earthquake, and by the evening’s end three persons were dead and 71 injured -two of whom later died.
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The Explosion at the J. C. Penney Co. Building

It was a rainy afternoon on Friday, March 22, 1963, when the usual rush hour
activities in downtown San Jose ceased abruptly a few minutes before 5:00 p.m. A
violent, rumbling explosion wreaked havoc at the J. C. Penney Co. and Thrifty Drug
stores when a boiler in the basement, building up deadly pressure, blew and blasted out
all of the ground floor windows in both stores. The basement of the Penney store
extended under the Thrifty Drug store. Consequently, when a water boiler in a corner of
the basement blew, it released a dense mass of steam which blasted through the
ground floor of the building, tearing a 900 square foot hole out of the first floor of the
drugstore (Nailen 2002). Instantly, San Jose’s busiest intersection was turned into “a
no-man’s land,” and the hundreds of shoppers (300 of whom were in the two stores)
and downtown employees were caught in the wake of the devastation (San Francisco
Examiner, 1963).
Six San Jose fire trucks were already en route to the scene even as the
explosion was taking place. Shortly before the blast, Raymond Mauss -- the floor
manager at Penney’s -- had gone to the boiler room in search of the maintenance man.
When he opened the door, the furnace was roaring at full draft and the room was full of
steam. As he rushed to the nearest telephone to call the fire department, he warned
people to get out. The blast went off as he was making the call resulting in a tragedy
that came within minutes of having been averted (San Francisco Examiner 1963).
Ken Martin, then a young firefighter with the San Jose Fire Department, was on a
truck dispatched from the Market Street fire station and was one of the first to reach the
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scene. Years later he recalled that they were rounding the corner when the boiler blew
up. “We saw a completely white cloud...a huge rush of steam” that stretched all the way
across Santa Clara Street (Bailey 1989).
Two San Jose police officers who were on duty directing traffic at the busy
intersection were eyewitnesses to the explosion. Officer Leo Plinski watched as the
two-inch-thick glass show windows “seemed to billow out for a moment” before he felt
the concussion of the blast (San Jose Mercury 1963). Patrolman Andrew Crawford ran
to the blast as he watched heavy smoke come from the drug store. He yelled for
everyone to get down on their hands and knees and crawl out. Ground floor windows in
both stores were shattered and the store interiors nearest to the blast were torn into
shambles. Merchandise and mannequins that were initially mistaken for bodies came
tumbling out of the store windows, and the shattered glass stretched across the six
traffic lanes of Santa Clara Street. Sections of the sidewalk were covered with two
inches of glass. Plinski ran to the call box in front of the First National Bank and put in
an alarm -- the first of many that evening. He estimated that about 75 people had been
standing on the Penney’s corner. Many of them had been injured by the flying glass
and were sitting in shock on the curbs of the street waiting for help (San Jose Mercury
1963). Inside the building, heavy smoke and a shower of debris mingled with the cries
and screams of the injured. The steel door for the freight elevator at the corner of the
building on First Street was blown out and badly injured a passerby.
The 50-60 people who had been in the drug store bore the brunt of the injuries.
Thrifty Drug was the site of a popular lunch counter where a group of seniors regularly
gathered for their Friday evening get-together. People sitting at the soda fountain told of
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being knocked off their stools and pushed up toward the ceiling as the floor lifted up
under them before disintegrating. They found themselves sliding through a mixture of
splintered beams, shattered merchandise and bodies into the dark, and then realized
they were looking up from the basement. Hot water burst all over them from the broken
sprinkler system while plaster and debris fell from the ceiling (San Jose Mercury 1963).
James McLarney, the assistant manager of the Thrifty Drug Store had just left the store
and was carrying a box with a $400 bank deposit. As he was crossing the street, the
metal box blew out of his hands and was later found 125 feet away (San Francisco
Examiner 1963).
Shocked eyewitnesses had many and varied reactions to the blast. The force of
the explosion was described as being that of an erupting volcano. Others observed that
it blew with the power of a jet engine. Miriam Richards, a native of England, said that
“For just a second I was back in London in the Blitz. It was war again for just a moment
and I couldn’t control myself.” Many initially thought that an earthquake had struck the
area. Several thought that “the Russians had hit us” (San Jose News 1963). Attorney
Mark Cali, whose law office was in the Bank of America building across the street from
Penney’s, heard the blast, looked out the window and like many others thought the
mannequins were human bodies (Bailey 1989).
During the Cold War era of the 1950s and 1960s, bomb shelters had been
constructed in many public buildings as well as backyards. One such shelter was
located in the Penney’s building, and an orange and black sign was posted near the
door of the blasted-out store that read “Fallout Shelter Capacity 350” (San Jose News
1963). It was not to be a haven, however, on that day.
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Source: San Francisco Examiner, Saturday, March 23, 1963.
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Calm Amidst the Chaos and Confusion

Chaos ensued and within minutes the city’s disaster operations went into effect.
County Communications notified the four area hospitals (County, San Jose, O’Connor’s
and Doctor’s) which in turn called in staff. Seventeen ambulances screamed in and out
of downtown for hours lining up four and five deep to carry away the victims (Watkins
1963). At one point ten people were loaded into one ambulance (KNTV). Police cars
and those of private citizens were also used to transport the less seriously injured to
hospitals. At San Jose Hospital, the corridors were filled with both victims and their
relatives, and half of the hospital cafeteria was used as an emergency room to
accommodate the overflow of the more seriously injured.
Amid the chaos there was calm as authorities went about their work. Mayor
Robert Welch was on scene alongside the rescuers and later said that “Both the fire and
police captains worked side-by-side with their men, as laborers” (San Jose MercuryNews 1963). Twelve pieces of fire equipment and sixty men from the San Jose Fire
Department worked along with 120 policemen including San Jose regulars and
reserves. Sheriff’s deputies and patrolmen from Campbell and Los Gatos were also on
scene to aid in the rescue (San Jose Mercury News 1963).
In spite of the drizzling rain, huge crowds of curious bystanders were gathering in
the vicinity. Fear that the blast had loosened gas mains and could risk new explosions
prompted police to clear and rope off a four-square block area, and nearby buildings
were evacuated. A patrol car with a loudspeaker went through the area warning people
to leave. To add to the confusion, one hour after the explosion, a bomb threat was
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called into Hart’s Department Store one block away thus diverting officers to that
location. It proved to be a false alarm but added to the turmoil (San Jose Mercury
1963).
News of the explosion spread quickly. People heading home from work heard
about it on car radios while the local television channel KNTV reported live from the
scene. As a result of a misunderstanding with a spokesperson at San Jose Hospital,
the County Communications Center was initially left with the impression that there were
at least 20 dead. This information was released to the local media and was picked up
by network television and radio newscasts across the country which in turn reported the
erroneous numbers. Additionally, a hospital official reported that more deaths were
expected and not enough doctors were on hand to treat the injured. Subsequently,
more physicians than were needed responded and there were more doctors than
injured (San Jose Mercury News 1963). Crowds thronged to the site which further
hampered the flow of emergency equipment.
All sorts of volunteers appeared in the spirit of “all hands on deck.” One police
officer told of looking up at bystanders and asking for help getting oxygen and “...a
tough who looked like he didn’t care about anyone” went to the main fire station and
“...before I knew it, he was back lugging a big tank of oxygen” (Stokes 1963). Store
personnel helped to guide customers out, while Alexander Saucier, the manager of
Penney’s, “was up to his knees” digging people out of the debris (San Jose News
1963). Battered handbags were collected and processed by police as were the cash
registers. Narcotic drugs were retrieved from the store debris. The Salvation Army
provided a canteen truck which offered coffee and donuts to volunteers and police and
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fire officials who huddled in the cold wherever there was shelter from the pelting rain.
The Red Cross responded to the scene within 20 minutes. First aid instructors treated
victims at the site and six Red Cross station wagons were used as ambulances to
transport the injured to hospitals. At the chapter’s office on North First Street, 40
volunteers answered the hundreds of phone calls pouring in, and nurses from the Red
Cross office were sent to hospitals to aid in keeping lists of casualties updated (San
Jose News 1963). At 9:45 p.m. an emergency call went out for blood donors, and the
call was answered by firemen, policemen, sheriff’s deputies, and members of the public
on call for such emergencies (San Jose Mercury-News 1963). Through the next few
days, newspapers published extensive lists of the names and status of the victims.
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The Death Pit

The hunt for the injured and/or dead went on through the rainy night, and the
rescue crews grew continuously. Police outside were methodically beginning a
massive crowd control, and both firemen and police were delving into “the black hole of
the blast” (San Jose Mercury News 1963). The exploding water boiler had turned into
“a destructive bomb” and blown through the ceiling above and into the pharmaceutical
and lunch fountain sections of Thrifty Drug (Conroy 1963). Tons of debris and a mass
of humanity came tumbling back down through the hole into the basement leaving a six
foot high pile of blast litter. Broken pipes contributed to six inches of water rippling
across the basement.
The mess was unbelievably awesome. Drugs and patent elixirs oozed over
grotesquely twisted fountain stools, heating pads, beach balls and all sundries
making up the drug and lunch counter sections of a huge downtown drug store.
And this tossed in with giant splinters of ceiling and floor beams, wall sidings,
light fixtures and twisted water pipes. (Conroy 1963).
Although a few people were able to escape on their own, police and firemen
worked together to extricate other victims. Firefighter Martin recalled:
You’re digging through all this stuff to get down to people, and you’re not sure
where they are. Somebody would call for silence and everybody would listen.
You would hear someone moaning and you’d go for it again. (Bailey 1989)
Stretchers were lowered into the pit and victims were quickly and gently lifted by rope
tow to the floor above to waiting ambulances. Several doctors were on scene as
disaster volunteers and administered aid and morphine to some of the victims in the pit.
Flashlights were played on the scene from above, but a call soon went out for
portable generators and flood lights. As the rescue crews worked, water from the
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broken mains and fire sprinkler system was flooding the basement. Pitchforks were
used to lift floating objects into canvas baskets. By 6:00 p.m., three bodies had been
recovered from the pit. It was a dirty, wet, and miserable job, and as workers slowly
emerged from the hole later that night, “silent prayers were offered for those mangled
bodies found in the death pit” (Conroy 1963).
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Shoe Leather Detective Work

Within one hour of the violent explosion, police had identified and picked up
27-year-old Ricardo Mello for investigation. Chief of Detectives Bart Collins had been
helping to rescue people from within the building and decided to step to the crowd
watching the scene. He later told a reporter that “It’s usual for us to check out a crowd
watching a fire or an explosion.” Collins related that as he stood on the edge of the
crowd, “Someone pointed Mello out to me, casually saying he was the maintenance
man at the store but he’d just been laid off that day.” Another bystander commented
that he overheard Mello remark aloud that “there was something wrong with the boiler.”
As Collins moved closer to Mello, he heard Mello ask someone what had happened.
When Mello was told that three persons had died and scores had been injured, Collins
said that “Watching his face then, I knew our brief search was over” (San Francisco
Examiner 1963). Ricardo Mello was taken into custody for questioning.
Over the next several hours, Mello was questioned and was administered a lie
detector test, part of which he flunked. The two questions he flunked were: “Did you
tamper with the boiler?” and “Did you feel any resentment about losing your job?”
Although he answered in the negative to both questions, police determined his reactions
indicated he was lying (San Jose Mercury 1963). In addition, Collins added that Mello
admitted having been rankled enough about the layoff to think about “crossing some
wires or something to cause a minor accident” (San Jose Mercury 1963). The test
result was the basis for holding him, and at midnight, Collins said that he would be
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booked on a charge of investigation of homicide and held until the safety valve on the
boiler was found (San Jose Mercury 1963).
“Rivers of traffic” ran through downtown all weekend (San Jose Mercury-News
1963). Six lanes of bumper-to-bumper traffic filed by the two stores as the arms of
police officers were in continual motion waving them on. There was nothing to see,
however, as the windows were all boarded up.
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The Investigation

Ricardo Mello had moved to California from Massachusetts “bringing with him
high hopes and a clean slate” two years before the blast (Furgeson 1963). He had
been working at Penney’s for six months and felt “happily secure” in his job (Furgeson
1963). Consequently, it came as a shock when he was called to the front office at noon
on that Friday and told that he was fired. Although his work was satisfactory, the
company had decided to contract an outside maintenance company to service the
boilers and Mello was no longer needed. Saucier, the store manager, later said, “He
gave no trouble, did his job well, and we’d have given him a good recommendation to
go anywhere” (Furgeson 1963). With only four hours notice, Mello later acknowledged
to police that he was “upset” and that four hours notice was “petty and chicken”
(Furgeson 1963).
The central heating system for the building was provided by a pair of 16-year-old
boilers in the corner of the basement, only one of which was in operation at the time.
The boilers had safety valves which were set to “pop off” at a temperature of 250
degrees (Nailen 2002). There had been a series of recent repairs to the steam boilers,
and a subsequent Fire Department inspection had graded them “OK” at that time (San
Jose News 1963). Investigators for the police and fire departments scoured the
wreckage of the boiler room through the night searching for pieces of the boiler to see if
they could determine the cause of the blast. They found two boiler temperature gauges
in the debris -- both frozen at the top, 240 degrees (San Jose Mercury 1963). Late in
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the evening, Fire Chief Ronald LeBeau stated that “There is no doubt the explosion was
caused by a boiler in the basement of the Penney’s store” (San Jose Mercury 1963).
As the investigation continued that weekend, detectives and fire officials who had
been working with engineering experts announced that they had found evidence in the
debris that the furnace was “roaring at full draft” when the boiler exploded (Hobbs
1963). The fan blower had been put into an open position with a lock screw thereby
increasing the draft so that the furnace developed an intense heat, “maybe up to 400
degrees” (San Francisco Examiner 1963). The locked-open safety, or popoff, valve
designed to compensate for overheating, was thus not able to “pop off.”
During 19 hours of questioning, Mello claimed that the boiler’s automatic controls
had not been working properly in the past several days and admitted that he “froze” the
furnace controls. He denied, however, that he deliberately set the valves so that the
boiler would burst and stated that he “forgot to fix it right again” before leaving work at
4:00 p.m. to look for another job (Furgeson 1963). He was on the street when he heard
the blast and returned to the store. Detectives announced that during the weekend
Mello submitted to three lie detector tests and “each time he flunked on questions
dealing with the deliberate tampering of mechanisms to cause trouble” and “being mad”
at Penney’s after he was informed that his job was to be terminated (Furgeson 1963;
San Jose Mercury 1963). It was further revealed that Mello did not have an operating
engineer’s license certifying him as a boiler man and possibly did not realize the extent
of the force with which he was dealing. Following hours of questioning, Chief Collins
stated that “I don’t think the fellow did it intentionally...but his negligence caused three
deaths. He didn’t intend to hurt anyone, I know that.” “But,” he added, Mello “admitted
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leaving a boiler valve open and knew what it would do” (San Jose News 1963). By all
accounts, Mello was cooperative with investigators and repeatedly expressed sorrow for
his victims.
Mello remained in jail for several days. By law, he had to be either charged or
released by midnight on Tuesday, March 26. District Attorney Louis Bergna, Chief
Collins, Assistant Fire Chief John Gerhard and investigators from the state division of
industrial safety were “closeted” through the day on Monday trying to reconstruct the
accident and determine how, if at all, Mello should be charged (San Jose Mercury
1963). Although both Bergna and Collins believed that Mello had no intention of
causing death or injury to any person, Bergna said that it was his negligent operation of
the boiler that caused the explosion and pointed out that Mello had taken a one-year
school course in boiler maintenance. He thus was aware of what could happen if the
furnace fuel lines were open and left unattended (San Jose Mercury 1963).
On Tuesday, March 26, Mello was arraigned in municipal court (San Jose
Mercury 1963). District Attorney Bergna charged Ricardo Mello with involuntary
manslaughter in the three deaths (two more would later die) resulting from the
explosion. He was charged under Section 192, Subdivision 2, of the California Penal
Code which specified that involuntary manslaughter is a commission of a lawful act
which might produce death in an unlawful manner or without due caution or
circumspection (San Jose News 1963). Municipal Judge Grandin H. Miller set bail at
$52,500 and appointed Mark Cali as defense counsel (San Jose News 1963). On
Wednesday, March 27, Cali moved to have the bail reduced on grounds that “it was
excessive because he has no record of any kind” (San Jose Mercury, San Jose News
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1963). On Thursday, March 28, 1963, Mello was able to leave jail after posting a bail of
$6,300 (San Jose News 1963).
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The Grand Jury’s Decision

On Monday evening April 1, 1963, the district attorney’s office put their evidence
before the Santa Clara County Grand Jury. The case had attracted much publicity over
the past two weeks, and it would be left up to the jury to decide whether or not to bring
in an indictment which would mean holding Mello for trial after reviewing the material
presented by police and the district attorney. In this case, the jury decided to talk to
Mello. While some attorneys would have counseled their client to stay silent, Attorney
Cali decided to put Mello before the Grand Jury. Cali reasoned that Mello had nothing
to hide and said: “The bottom line is you’re telling the truth, so let her go” (Bailey 1989).
As a result, Mello and the jury engaged in a dialogue for two hours.
On Tuesday, April 2, at 2:00 a.m., after seven hours of deliberation, the Grand
Jury decided against returning an indictment as it was impossible to prove that Mello’s
actions had caused the explosion. District Attorney Bergna then withdrew the charge,
and Ricardo Mello was free. Attorney Cali was paid $100 from the county for his effort.
Mello could not afford any fee but later gave Cali a pair of work boots (Bailey 1989).
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The Aftermath

In the end, authorities were not able to conclusively determine the cause of the
blast as the safety valves, along with other broken boiler parts, were so badly damaged
(Nailen 2002). Ultimately, an equipment malfunction failure of the safety valves was
listed as the cause of the explosion.
It is often said that “the wheels of justice turn very slowly,” but this was not the
case for Ricardo Mello. The blast occurred on Friday, March 22, 1963, and on Tuesday,
April 2, 1963, his ordeal within the judicial system was over.
Not to be forgotten are the many victims of the blast for whom the memories
linger. Salvador Caballero was a junior at James Lick High School in 1963. His mother,
Florence Caballero, was working downtown that day and needed to pick up a
prescription on her way home. Salvador didn’t want her to have to take the bus home,
so he drove downtown, parked his car on Santa Clara Street, put two pennies in the
parking meter (anticipating a quick trip into the drug store) and was standing at the
prescription counter of Thrifty Drug with his mother when the explosion occurred
(Dickey and Boyle 1963). She was killed immediately, and he was critically injured and
left with permanent injuries. In a 1989 interview, he said that for years he avoided
going downtown as “It’s like a nightmare...never far from my mind” (Bailey 1989).
Repercussions from the explosion went on for years. Almost immediately
various agencies called for stricter safety standards and controls over the more than
700 low-pressure boilers operating in the city’s offices, schools, apartment houses,
canneries, factories, and laundromats (Romano 1974). The San Jose City Council met
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on Monday evening March 25 and discussed licensing requirements for persons in
charge of water heating plants. Although San Jose was one of only a few cities in
California to require licenses of persons in charge of high-pressure boilers, Walter
Rickett, a stationery engineer with the county, urged the city to consider requiring
licenses of persons operating low-pressure equipment as well (San Jose Mercury
1963). Prior to the blast, inspection of these boilers was primarily conducted by
insurance companies on a random basis. By 1968, control over boiler operations was
put under the jurisdiction of the San Jose Fire Department, and new San Jose
ordinances were enacted regarding inspection and licensing of low-pressure boilers.
Litigation continued for years after the blast resulting in over $9 million in damage
suits against owners and managers of the stores and the building itself (Nailen 2002).
Austen Warburton, a Santa Clara attorney, was retained by officials from J. C. Penney
Co. (San Jose Mercury 1963). A number of out-of-court settlements running as high as
$400,000 were reached (Nailen 2002).
The downtown J. C. Penney store was closed for repairs for two weeks following
the explosion. The Thrifty Drug store, however, was a total loss and the store interior
had to be rebuilt. The Penney store eventually closed in 1973 as shoppers had begun
to gravitate to the new malls away from downtown.
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